GRADIENTS / PATTERNS

- MEDIUM BLUE GRADIENT
- GREEN GRADIENT
- ORANGE GRADIENT
- LIGHT BLUE GRADIENT
Become an Exhibitor
We are looking for exhibitors who can present valid science and engineering principles in a novel, fun, educational, engaging, captivating and hands-on interactive format, geared towards a 11th or 12th grade science understanding or below.

Become a Sponsor
Thanks to the generous support of our sponsors, the USA Science & Engineering Festival is accessible and FREE to the general public, and the 3rd Festival had over 800,000 participants! We have special benefits and events for sponsors, such as a special VIP Event with opportunities to meet with government officials, media and other key delegates. Contact: marc@usasciencefestival.org

Become an Ambassador
Our Volunteer Outreach Team members and STEM community leaders who live and/or work in the Washington DC Metro Area and share Festival opportunities with their colleagues, organizations and local schools.
Join us at the 5th USA Science & Engineering Festival where we’ll take you on an amazing interactive exploration of everything STEM from outer space to the deep blue.

WHERE WILL STEM TAKE YOU?
APRIL 5-8, 2018 WASHINGTON, DC

INSPIRE THE NEXT GENERATION
APRIL 5-8, 2018 | WASHINGTON, DC

#SCIFEST

Join us in inspiring the next generation of scientists and engineers at the most exciting educational and entertaining science festival in the United States.

How Can You Get Involved?

Our Events

STEM

Festival Expo

April 5-8, 2018

Washington, DC

EXPO

Featured Participants

See national & international superheroes and amazing acts on stage.

Learn More
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